AW: Seeking Human Rights lawyer for ECHR rep...

Subject: AW: Seeking Human Rights lawyer for ECHR representation - gross
violations of art. 3 of the Convention and other crimes, application ﬁled
2019/05/21
From: "ELDH/EJDM" <thomas.schmidt@eldh.eu>
Date: 5/22/19, 5:37 PM
To: "'Michal Siemaszko'" <mhsiemaszko@fastmail.net>
Dear Sir,
sorry, ELDH cannot provide legal consultation.
Best regards,
Thomas Schmidt
-----Ursprüngliche Nachricht----Von: Michal Siemaszko <mhsiemaszko@fastmail.net>
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 22. Mai 2019 11:29
An: thomas.schmidt@eldh.eu
Cc: chemgen@orange.fr
Betreff: Seeking Human Rights lawyer for ECHR representation - gross violations
of art. 3 of the Convention and other crimes, application filed 2019/05/21
Dear Sirs,
I appreciate your time in reviewing this information and any help you
can offer in regards to legal counsel to handle these matters
professionally.
Yesterday, May 21st 2019, I filed an individual application before the
European Court of Human Rights, regarding crimes committed against me
during the course of 5+ years by public officials of Polish state–most
importantly, gross violations of article 3 of the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, in addition to
articles 2 and 6 and other crimes.
Since I was denied legal counsel–in addition to fair trial and medical
examinations–in Poland on multiple occasions, so far professionals from
outside Poland helped me but I handled these matters mostly myself
(legal / organizational / etc.), including preparing and filing this
application before ECHR today. However, next steps will definitely
require assistance from experienced Human Rights lawyer, including
representation before the ECHR.
To summarize:
1. Multiple attempts made since 2014 at concealing crime–criminal
assault resulting in permanent bodily injuries, committed at place of my
residence in January 2014:
* By Polish public officials, i.e. prosecutors, police, court
* By doctors / medical facilities in Poland
2. Artificially blocking prosecution by
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* Failing to appoint forensic doctor, secure traces, questioning
witnesses,
* Refusing investigation claiming that sudden, permanent bodily
injuries, were caused by the candidiasis of the digestive system!!,
* Re-classifying new notification of a crime and denying prosecution,
* Denying existence of new and important evidence to initiate
prosecution, including medical documentation and communications
certified by IT forensics specialists,
* Assigning same prosecutors who in earlier preparatory proceedings
attempted to conceal this crime
* Delivering decisions (e.g. to refuse investigation) via persons
not authorized to receive them, thus preventing me from filing timely
complaint
* Relieving suspects in related investigations of any criminal
responsibility by interrogating in the form of a memorandum note–without
taking an oath, twice,
* .. and, unfortunately, more - details in attached documents.

3. Hindering or literally preventing me from conducting comprehensive
medical examinations and obtaining medico-legal documentation–most of
the medical examinations I was only able to conduct outside Poland: in
Austria, Vienna, in Serbia, Belgrade and in New Delhi, India.

Detailed information is available in the attached ECHR application
document and annexes. Those, as well as accompanying documents, I share
also via Dropbox folder at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/49lkdqf33sqe63m/AACzQiQwBYbmT0BuMmA6s1pa?dl=0
I admit that, considering this situation lasted 5+ years, the cost for
me in professional and personal life is enormous, but financially as
well–tenths of thousands of EUR spent so far and still tenths of
thousands more to spend, since the cost of nerve surgery alone is 17000
EUR, not to mention full restoration.
Therefore, if possible, kindly please provide an approximate quote for
such service (i.e. assistance from Human Rights lawyer before ECHR in
this case, possibly other cases, as 10+ other cases against prosecutors
/ Polish public officials are ongoing/pending, plus other), unless you
can recommend someone who might be interested by this matter and offers
pro bono service.
Regards,
--
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Michal H. Siemaszko
Mobile: +48 723 039 978
Signal IM: +48668566023
Email:mhsiemaszko@7thraylabs.com
GPG fingerprint: A984AF850199E9B7BE04CEA2DF1EC11347635075
GPG key:http://ideas.into.software/publickey.asc
Skype: mhs7thraylabs
WWW:http://ideas.into.software/
LinkedIn:http://www.linkedin.com/in/mhsiemaszko/
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